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The candidates shall limit their answers precisely within the 
answer-book (40 pages) issued to them and no supplementary/ 
continuation sheet will be issued.
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Note : Attempt five questions in all, selecting one question from 
each module. All questions carry equal marks.
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MODULE-I

(nf^r-i)

1. How do you define a Travel agent? How it is different from
a Tour operator? Give your answer with examples.
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2. Describe about normal organizational structure of a standard 
travel agency. Do such structures exist today?
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MODULE-II 

(^f^-II)

3. Suppose you are a handling agent in Shimla. You have to 
handle a group of 100 delegates of a conference. How will 
you get reservation for such conference?
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4. Suppose there is a conference of foreign delegates in Shimla. 
What procedural formalities and permits you will obtain 
from different authorities?
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MODULE-III

5. Suppose you are going to any foreign country. What 
formalities you have to face at Indira Gandhi International 
Airport, New Delhi. Describe all immigration formalities at 
airport.
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6. Write short notes on any two :
(a) Passport.
(b) VISA.
(c) Landing permit.
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MODULE-IV 

(■qf^-IV)

7. Suppose you want to set up a travel agency. How will you 
proceed for it?
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8. Describe the norms and procedure to become an IATA 
approval. What are benefits of IATA approval?
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MODULE-V 

(m^-v)

9. Define trekking and mountaineering. What are main 
equipments needed for hard trekking? Describe about any 
five famous trekking routes of H.P.
tf¥n sfk Mehndi qfe’flfad tfanr W 
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10. What are famous Skiing slopes in H.P.? Describe about types 
of Ice/snow suitable for skiing. What are necessary 
equipments needed for skiing?
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